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        Bollydance

        Workout by 
        Tatjana Wegner 
        
            The new Bollywood dance & workout DVD!        

        
            
                watch trailer !
            
           

            
                Making of video
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Bollywood – to dance


Watch the trailer for the first impression


BollyDance is the dance-style of Bollwood films as a fitness-concept by Tatjana Wegner.


An entertaining combination of oriental style, vitality, coordination and modern dance training. Be carried away by the choreographies in the exotic setting of the Maharani Palace at Hannover Zoo. Just follow the easy instructions and dance like a Bollywood dancer to recent Bollywood hits.


Have fun!
    


        
            
            
    
        
        Online-order


Order your BollyDance DVD now!


Just order online on this site – pay - and we will send the DVD.


Your exclusive dance-training á la Bollywood!


Just order with the PAYPAL button and the BollyDance DVD will be delivered to you.


The price is 15€ inclusive  shipping and packaging (special price until X-Mas 2018 , usual price is 20€ + Shipping )  , which is 5€ for orders from Germany, and 7.50€ for international oders ( 20€ total Germany, and 22.50 € international ).


A little bit of Bollywood just for you!
             
            
            
                
                
                	Versand  / Shipping to:
	Deutschland / Germany €15 EUR
International €15 EUR
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            Please fill out this form if you have any questions or inquieries for us.

Or just write an email to: pari@pari-productions.com


We'll get back to you as soon as possible.
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                            India Today! Interview Bollydance DVD

                            
                                Interview with Tatjana Wegner and article  on the new  Bollydance DVD by INDIA! Magazine / Portal ( german)                            
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                                Ishq Bollywood Lifestyle Magazine reviews the Bollydance DVD in an long article ( german )                            
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